
Where All Jews Learn Together Fall 2022

The Clean Speech St. Louis Unity Lecture at the St. Louis Jewish Community Center on March 29th with award-winning author and psychologist, Dr. David 
Lieberman. (For pictures and information about our ongoing Clean Speech program, see page 11.) This remarkable event was dedicated by the Axelbaum 
Family in the merit and loving memory of their father, husband, grandfather and great grandfather, Jerry Axelbaum, a”h

Letter From Rabbi David
sometimes 1 + 1 doesn’t 
equal 2! Like when you 
are trying to accomplish 
something meaningful 
and get interrupted. 
Because when we lose 

focus and get distracted, we are forced 
to go back and sometimes, even start 
from the beginning of the task or the 
study of a subject. Rabbi Chaim 
Shmulevitz, the Dean of the Mir Yeshiva 
in Jerusalem, shared the following.

The Torah in Deuteronomy 17:18-19 
teaches us that a Jewish king, the 
epitome of a consummate leader, has to 
have a Torah scroll with him at all times; 
he may never separate from it. The idea 
of consistency and maintaining focus on 
our Torah values is even more crucial to 
our greatest leaders. A momentary 
distraction can have serious 
consequences. Doing something good 
and then getting distracted and then 

doing another good action is not the 
same as being focused the entire time.

Our yetzer hara—the satan within us, the 
negative tendencies that try to pull us 
down—is always telling us “don’t worry,” 
“procrastinate,” “try something new 
without finishing the first.” Its ok if you 
look at your phone for a few minutes, 
check your email there might be 
something important etc. It tries to 
distract us from what we should be 
focused on.

The Talmud tells us a story of a teacher, 
Rabbi Preda, who had a student who 
wouldn’t understand the lesson until it 
was taught 400 times. And when once 
he was interrupted in the middle of the 
lecture being repeated, he had to 
restart the 400, bringing home the 
message of how important 
uninterrupted focus is especially 
concerning the study of Torah.

One of the hardest things in life is to 
develop new, positive habits by doing 
small steps consistently but we have to 
know that, that’s where our greatest 
growth comes from. That’s the secret of 
studying Torah daily, like the Torah portion 
of the week or Daf Yomi, the daily page of 
Talmud study. Or making sure we do a 
Mitzva daily, consistently.

Our lives have a lot of distractions from 
things like technology, news, work, etc. 
One of the greatest challenges that we 
have today is the interruptions to our 
focus that our smart phones and 
technology cause us. The need to refocus 
and recharge our batteries through the 
study and immersion in God’s wisdom as 
encapsulated in the Torah has never been 
more important! Come to Aish to 
consistently charge your spiritual batteries 
and create a habit of focused Torah study. 
You will soon see that 1+1 = 3 or more!

AishHappenings

CLEAN SPEECH St. Louis 
UNITY LECTURE
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president 
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secretary 
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general board 
members
Brett Fox
Bob Kaiser
Michael Minoff
Dr. Leila Redlich
Michael Towerman
Bruce Waxman
Tziona Zeffren

Where All Jews Learn Together.
At Aish, all Jews, regardless of background or 
affiliation, come together to learn and have 
fun. Judaism is not all or nothing; it’s a journey 
where every step counts, to be pursued 
according to one’s own pace and interest.

Shop Amazon and Support Aish

Support Aish  
St. Louis programs  
through your  
Amazon purchases at
smile.amazon.com
Every item on Amazon is available on 
smile.amazon.com for the same price. 

On the “checkout” screen, simply choose Aish 
HaTorah of Greater St. Louis as your organization 
and 0.5% of your purchase will be donated to us 
from The Amazon Smile Foundation.

Get Ready 
for the High 
Holidays

WITH RABBI 
SHMUEL GREENWALD
SUNDAYS AT 10AM

Come Clean — Dealing with 
one’s flaws and mistakes

  OCT 2
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Celebrate the High Holidays with Aish!
Our services are concise, inspirational, traditional, yet totally 
alternative. Questions are welcome and no Hebrew is necessary.

Sunday, Sep 25th  
Rosh HaShana Dinner
6:36 Candle lighting followed by Learners Service
7:30 Dinner

Torah Prep Girls School, 8136 Groby Rd. 
University City, MO 63130

Cost: $25 per adult, $15 per child (ages 5-11), kids 
under 5 are free

RSVP by Thursday, Sep 22nd by calling 314-862-2474  
or emailing cwolff@aish.com

Monday, Sep 26th 10 am

Educational Services in 2 locations
Nusach Hari Bnai Zion
with Rabbi Yosef David
650 N. Price Rd. 
Olivette, MO 63132

U City Shul
with Rabbi Shmuel Greenwald
700 North & South Rd.
University City, MO 63130
 

Tuesday, Sep 27th 11 am

Rosh HaShana Class with Mimi David
Nusach Hari Bnai Zion
650 N. Price Rd.
Olivette, MO 63132

Tuesday, Sep 27th 5 pm (weather permitting)

Shofar Blowing & Tashlich with  
Rabbis David & Greenwald
Shaw Park Pavilion
Corner of Forsyth and S. Brentwood in Clayton

Rosh Hashana

Wednesday, Oct 5th 10 am

Educational Services in 2 locations
Nusach Hari Bnai Zion
with Rabbi Yosef David 
650 N. Price Rd. 
Olivette, MO 63132

U City Shul
with Rabbi Shmuel Greenwald
700 North & South Rd.
University City, MO 63130

 

All services and classes are free 
and no membership is required. 
Note: There is a charge for Rosh HaShana dinner.

Please consider making a gift to 
Aish in honor of the High Holidays.

Yom Kippur

   TASHLICH at shaw park pavilion
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IN PERSON AND ON ZOOM!
Hosted by Mel Weinberg of Accounting Career Consultants
Location: 1001 Craig Rd., Creve Coeur, MO 63141
To join online: go to zoom.us/j/3740953378 or  
dial 312-626-6799 and enter meeting ID 3740953378

WITH RABBI SHMUEL 
GREENWALD

Learn
Lunch
A
N
D

EVERY 3RD THURSDAY  
OF THE MONTH  
AT NOON

Individual, Couples  
& Family Therapy

Chana Greenwald, MA, LPC

FOR PROFESSIONAL HELP, CONTACT: 

(314) 420-7448

@ Creve Coeur Counseling Associates
9666 Olive Blvd., Suite 330
St. Louis, MO 63132

GreenwaldChana@yahoo.com

chanagreenwald.com

MAZEL TOVS
To Rabbi Shmuel & Chana Greenwald on the 
marriage of their daughter Esti to Ezra Wolf 
in New York

To Marc & Debbie Jacob on the bar mitzvah 
of their son, Noah

To Charlie & Naomi Ruth Deutsch on the 
birth of a granddaughter, born to Daniel & 
Gabby Zylberberg

To Dr. Jonathan & Louise Bortz on the 
marriage of their son, Yehuda to Hannah 
Grayman

To Yale & Gail Miller on the birth of a great-
grandson in New York.

To Charlie & Naomi Ruth Deutsch and Dr. 
Mickey & Bonnie Goldmeier on the birth of 
a granddaughter, born to Danielle & Gary 
Goldmeier in New York

To Rabbi Yosef & Mimi David on the bar 
mitzvah of their son, Shmully

To Lyle & Emunah Weisman on the birth of a 
son (July 2022)

To Dr. Michael & Robyn Weiss on the 
marriage of their daughter, Nechama to 
Yossi Spiro in Miami. And to Nechama’s 
grandfather, Stan Towerman.

To Rabbi Tzvi & Gay Lee Freedman on 
the marriage of their son, Noam to Rivka 
Gurwitz in England

To Michael & Karen Zeffren on the birth of a 
granddaughter, Nava Miriam,  born to their 
children, Levi & Alissa Zeffren in Chicago

Women’s “Next Level” 
Israel Trip | Feb 2023*

This “women only” trip is designed for women who’ve been on a 
prior women’s Israel trip with Aish or the Jewish Federation. It will be 
sponsored by Aish St. Louis, which means we are creating a unique, 
never-been-done-before itinerary just for ourselves! 

This unique itinerary will have a single track of learning, more time 
visiting sites in the North — including overnight(s) in Tzfat, and 
destinations we have never before visited, a mixture of activities and 
locations to enhance our mind, body and spirit!

NEXT STEPS: 
If you are interested and would like to be included in the upcoming 
emails and planning meeting dates, please contact trip leader,  
Mimi David at mimidavid@aish.com 

*Exact dates to be determined

Banyas Nature Reserve Tzfat

Continued on page 8
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For more information 
Please call 314-862-2474 or email 
mimidavid@aish.com.

Rosh Hashana Message from Mimi David 

Jewish Women’s 
Society Upcoming 
Events

Lunch & Learn

TUESDAY, NOV 1, 11:30 AM 
In this monthly class with Mimi 
David, we discover the Torah’s 
views on ethics and interpersonal 
relationships. Timeless wisdom for 
living!
Location: Circle@Crown Café,  
8350 Delcrest  Dr., St. Louis, MO 
63124 

Challah Club 2022/2023

WEDNESDAY, NOV 2 AT 7 PM  
Join Mimi David once a month to 
make challah and have a blast.  
Meets the first Wednesday of each 
month Sep thru May. 
Fee for the year is $136. (Fee can be 
pro-rated for those joining after Sep)
Location: Aish Firehouse, 457 N. 
Woods Mill Rd., Chesterfield 63017

Mamas in Pyjamas

MONDAY, NOV 7, 8:30–9:30 PM
MONDAY, NOV 21 8:30–9:30 PM
Learn something meaningful and 
inspiring with Mimi David from the 
comfort of your home.
Go to zoom.us/j/9699246316 or 
dial in to 312-626-6799 and enter 
meeting ID 9699246316.

Small Change
welcoming in the 
new year means 
thinking about new 
year’s resolutions, 
and thinking about 
New Year’s resolutions 

means thinking about change. All of 
us want to be our best selves. All of 
us know quite well which areas of our 
personal lives we need to improve. The 
problem is that changing is so hard! 
Working out my kinks and ironing out 
my flaws is a huge challenge, and a 
formidable mountain to climb. 

Our Sages tell us a Kabbalistic 
phenomenon that seems to make 
change even harder. We are told that 
the Yetzer Hora, the evil inclination, 
becomes a part of every person at 
birth. A baby in utero is pure, spending 
9 months learning Torah. Once she is 
born, the urge to follow her desires, 
doing what feels right as opposed to 
what is objectively right, becomes her 
nature. Basically, humans are wired 
from birth to mess up. 

On the other hand, the Yetzer Tov, the 
good inclination, only becomes a part 
of a person at bar or bat mitzvah. The 
push to choose what is right over what 
Is not right does not become part of a 
person until she is 12 or he is 13 years 
old! That seems to give my Yetzer Hora 
a giant head start against my Yetzer Tov. 
No wonder change is so hard!

Not necessarily so. Let’s look at this 
another way. This past summer my 
family spent a lot of time swimming 
together. (Thanks to all of you who so 
graciously let us use your pools!) One 

of the activities my kids love to do in 
a pool is to have swimming races. The 
thing is that my family members have 
different levels of swimming abilities. In 
order to compensate for this, we allow 
some swimmers to get a head start 
before the others. Which swimmers 
get a head start? The weaker ones of 
course! The ones who are not as strong 
at swimming are the ones who go first. 

The same idea can be applied to our 
inclinations. If my Yetzer Hora is given 
a 12–13 year head start against my 
Yetzer Tov, then clearly it’s because 
my Yetzer Tov is much stronger! The 
weaker negative drive needs a head start 
because it’s up against the powerful 
drive to do good. Only the weaker ones 
get a head start. 

Which leads us back to our original 
question again: If my Yetzer Tov is so 
much stronger, why does it not feel that 
way? Why is change so hard? The answer 
is two-fold. First of all, we have no clue 
just how strong our Yetzer Tov really is. 
We often give it much less attention than 
our Yetzer Hora, like a toddler throwing 
a tantrum takes away all the attention 
from its mature older sibling. Also, we 
do not always approach change the way 
we should. Change only works in small 
steps, conquering a little bit at a time. 
Someone who approaches change with 
a plan and a strategy will discover how 
much stronger our Yetzer Tov truly is. 

May 5783 be filled with blessing, 
goodness, happiness, and positive 
growth for all. 

— Mimi David

Cell: 314-387.0888
Office: 888.220.0988
aryehfrey@gmail.com
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Blood Drive In Memory of Arianna Dougan
SHAARE EMETH ON MAY 22

Blood Drive coordinator, 
Kim Vonk and Ari’s cousin, 
Lana Zucker run the 
check-in table

Above: 
Blood Drive 
coordinator, 
Nancy Rush

Left: Amy 
Kanfer

Ari’s mom, 
Lori Zucker

Aish Hebrew School  
End-of-Year Celebration  
IRV ZEID PARK IN OLIVETTE, MAY 22

Left: Teacher Ahuva David hands Jack Loiterstein a gift and 
certificate
Bottom Left: Gaddy & Valerie Bergmann with their boys
Below: Hebrew School staff and students
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Mimi Pultman, Mimi David, Lena Fish 
and Sarah Rush

Hannah and Melanie Thiede

Aish Memorial 
Day BBQ
MILLAR PARK IN UNIVERSITY 
CITY, MAY 30

Mark Raiffie Memorial Lecture 
LEADERSHIP & RESPONSIBILITY WITH RABBI STEVE BURG, CEO OF AISH GLOBAL, JUNE 9

Tisha B’Av Film 
and Discussion 
WITH RABBI SHMUEL GREENWALD

Dr. Mark Abrams gets ready to hit it out of the park Grill Master, Carl Wolff Mark Rothschild, Roza Koyen 
and Joy Marcus
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Aish Couples’ Trip to Israel
10 Days + 9 Nights  
April 30 – May 10, 2023

Trip Highlights
• Action-packed trip, including segways. ATV rides, bike rides and 

beautiful hikes.
• Hike Mt. Arbel and learn about the Roman conquest of Israel.
• Hike beautiful nature reserves of the Golan and see the border 

with Syria and Lebanon.
• Explore and experience the Talmudic village of Katzrin.
• Visit Tzfat and Tiberius and understand the cities of Air and 

Water.
• Explore the ancient cities of Shiloh and Hebron; learn their 

biblical history and fascinating legacy.
• Jerusalem: Open air market, walking tour, Friday night dinner 

and Shabbat at the Western Wall. Amazing food, shopping and 
nightlife.

• Enjoy delectable cuisine and tastings at some of Israel’s finest 
wineries: Adir, Gush Etzion and Tishbi/Zichron Yaakov.

Cost 
10 Couples, $8600 per couple + airfare. 
Includes all hotels, ground transportation, 
tour guides, most meals, entrance fees, tips, 
and local health insurance.

For more information, contact  
Rabbi Yosef David at 314-920-9270  
or ydavid@aish.com

OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY, OCT 2, 4:00 PM 
At the home of Mike & Barbara 
Towerman

Take your Israel experience to another level with Aish!

All New
Itinerary!

CONDOLENCES
To Brent (Rachael) Kornblum 
on the loss of your father, Dr. 
Kenneth Kornblum

To Alan (Bryna) Kandel on the 
loss of your mother, Lorraine 
Kandel

To Sherry (Rabbi Avi) Bloch on 
the loss of your mother, Phyllis 
Broad

To Rabbi Max (Chava) Weiman 
on the loss of your mother 
Dorothy Weiman

To Robin Fox (David Huff) on 
the loss of her mother, Penny 
Green Steiner

Coming Soon!

Aish St. Louis Podcasts
Get daily inspiration in just a couple of minutes 
with Rabbi Yosef David, Rabbi Shmuel Greenwald 
and Mrs. Mimi David. Choose between text, video 
and audio.
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In-person and on zoom! 
Join Rabbi Shmuel Greenwald for 
discussions on how the lessons of the Torah 
give us the wisdom to focus on what really 
matters during the coming week!

location: 
Tpheris Israel Chevra Kadisha (TICK),  
14550 Ladue Rd.,  
Chesterfield, MO 63017 

to join online:
Go to zoom.us/j/3740953378 or dial 
312-626-6799 and enter meeting ID 
3740953378.

Adult Sunday School
10:00 am—Noon

jewishemployment@mersgoodwill.org

MAZEL TOVS  Continued from page 4

To Brian & Debbie Sher on the birth 
of a granddaughter, Zoey Madeline 
to their children, Andrew & Lily Sher 
in New Jersey. And to the great-
grandmother, Rachael Pevnick 

Rabbi Shmuel & Chana Greenwald on 
the birth of a granddaughter, Pnina 
born to their children, Chai & Miriam 
Greenwald in Israel

Rabbi Yosef & Mimi David on the birth of 
a granddaughter, Hadassah born to their 
children, Yoni & Faigy in New Jersey

To Rabbi Yonason & Sara Miriam 
Goldson on the birth of a granddaughter, 
born to Yitzie & Ariella Goldson in New 
York

To Daniel & Gila Jacobsen on the bar 
mitzvah of their son, Leon

Dr. Yoseph & Bella Bloom on the 
engagement of their son, Ahron to Sara 
Orlian

Dov & Tziona Zeffren on the birth of a 
grandson, Ovadia Noam, born to their 
children, Chaim & Talia Schuss

Rabbi Yaakov & Rivka Serel Berkowitz on 
the bar mitzvah of their son Shlomo Dov 
and to grandparents Rabbi Mordecai & 
Tzippora Yaroslawitz

Rabbi Daniel & Ruthie Kamins on the bar 
mitzvah of their grandson in New York 
and on the birth of a grandson to Eliyahu 
and Hadassah Cohen in Cleveland 
Heights, Ohio

Rabbi Yerucham & Shelley List on the 
birth of a grandson, born to Moshe & 
Shulamis List

Mr. Leon Nitsun on the bar mitzvah of 
his grandson in Chicago

Lyle & Emunah Weisman on the birth 
of a son
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We’re proud to serve the friends and families of our Jewish community 
with personal, compassionate care. You can rely on us to help you 

create a meaningful memorial that truly honors the life it represents.

> Personal Planning Guide     > The Compassion Helpline®

> Veterans Benefits     > National Plan Transferability

> Bereavement Travel Assistance     > 100% Service Guarantee

Taking care of  
each other is what 

community 
is all about.

BERGER
Memorial Chapel

9430 Olive Blvd., St. Louis

314-361-0622   BergerMemorialChapel.com

Richard W. Stein      Emily Stein MacDonald

M8334_4938_Berger_PNT_Comm_5-1x7_C.indd   1 8/23/17   5:26 PM

JEWISH 
UNITY 

Mentoring 
Program

WHAT?
Boys ages 8-13 have the opportunity to:

◆ Increase Jewish knowledge in a friendly and positive atmosphere
◆ Pair up with fun, enthusiastic mentors from Missouri Torah Institute

WHEN?
Wednesdays 
from 6-7pm

COST?
$75/child - 15 sessions or $125/family
Includes all additional trips and events. 

WHERE? 
MTI Campus

1809 Clarkson Road
Chesterfield, MO 63017

For more information contact Rabbi Efraim Fromowitz
at 917-587-2425 or efromowitz@gmail.com

Jewish Unity Mentoring Program

Light refreshments served

PARTNERS IN TORAH

Did you ever wish you had your 
own personal Torah trainer to help 
you with your spiritual growth in 
Judaism, free of charge?
Partners in Torah offers Jews of all backgrounds 
opportunities to discover Judaism at their own pace.  Men 
and women with an interest in acquiring specific skills 
or who simply want to build on their Jewish knowledge 
are matched, one on one, with a personal Torah tutor 
or “mentor.” Together you’ll discover eternal truths that 
give our lives a sense of purpose and greater meaning.  In 
addition to making Jewish knowledge accessible to every 
Jew, Partners In Torah of St. Louis aims to foster unity 
among Jews of all backgrounds and denominations.

BEGINS TUESDAY, SEP 6 — Join any time you would like and 
continue for as long as you choose. Prior Jewish education 
or knowledge of Hebrew is not required.

HERE ARE JUST SOME OF THE TOPICS YOU MAY 
CHOOSE TO LEARN:
• Jewish holidays and customs 
• Jewish philosophy 
• Weekly Torah portion 
• Marriage and childrearing 
• Jewish history 
• Jewish prayer 
• Mishna or Talmud 
• Jewish Law

The topics are endless and your individual course 
of study is up to you.

TO FIND OUT MORE OR TO JOIN,  
please contact Rabbi Shmuel Greenwald at  
314-862-2474 or sgreenwald@aish.com. 

Partners in Torah St. Louis is sponsored by The 
St. Louis Kollel and Aish HaTorah.

COST?
$75/child – 15 sessions or $125/family 
includes all additional trips and events
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Do you ever wonder, why do we pray? 
What do the prayers mean?
How can prayer impact my life?

In March, Aish HaTorah, along with over 35 Jewish organizations, 
participated in a 30-day education and awareness campaign to 
unite us in the practice of Jewish mindful speech and give us the 
tools to create more harmonious and positive relationships.

We are open!!!

    6346 Delmar in the Loop

Clean Speech St. Louis Volume 2

COMING MARCH 2023

Volume 1 focused on avoiding lashon 
hara, speaking negatively about 
another person when they are not 
present. Volume 2 will focus on 
avoiding ona’at devarim, causing a 
person pain with our words.

Rabbi David being interviewed on KMOV Just one of the 30 short videos made 
for the lesson-a-day 

Our campaign culminated in a community-wide event with David Lieberman, Ph.D. 
“Successful Relationships with Difficult People” at the J. The lecture was sponsored by 
the Axelbaum family in memory of Jerry Axelbaum, a”H.   

Find out the answers to these questions and many more. Enjoy a lively, 
interactive service where questions are encouraged. The prayers are in English 
and explained along the way.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Call 314-862-2474 or email sgreenwald@aish.com

JOIN US FOR SHABBOS SERVICES – 2 LOCATIONS:

u city shul, sat. at 10:00 am
with Rabbi Shmuel Greenwald  
700 North & South Rd. 
University City 63130

nusach hari b’nai zion, sat. at 9:15 am
with Rabbi Yosef David  
650 N. Price Rd., Olivette 63132



457 north woods mill rd.
chesterfield, mo 63017

non profit
u.s. postage
paid
st. louis, mo
permit no. 572

Call 314-862-2474 for more information 
and Sponsorship Opportunities

co-sponsored by aish HATORAH  
and St. Louis friends of israel

Coming soon—stay tuned for details


